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Ab
bstract. The use
u of aerial pphotos taken in a low altittude with UAV
Vs
(U
Unmmaned Aerrial Vehicles) iis recently beecoming a com
mmon practice in
maany areas. Thee use for agriccultural related applications is applied in thhis
stuudy, using a co
ommon vegetattion index, nam
mely NDVI, to identify areas of
larrge differences in crops grownn in order to dellineate Management Zones to be
evventually used for
f Precision A
Agriculture applications. A UA
AV equipped wi
with
ann infrared camerra was used to ddevelop maps of
o NDVI in an olive grove aloong
wiith ground meaasurements of N
NDVI, to proviide ground truth
hing informatioon.
Thhe results weree used to identiify areas of sm
mall or large differences and to
esttablish Manageement Zones (M
MZs) for furth
her evaluation and
a application of
preecision agricultture inputs.
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1 Introoduction
The first step in appliccation of Preccision Agriculture’s (PA)meethods is to evvaluate if
he farmer’s fi
field. This
any signiificant “spatiaal” and “tempooral” variability exists in th
results to establishmen
nt of digital m
maps and delineation of Man
nagement Zonnes (MZs)
for impoortant soil an
nd crop propperties affectiing growth and
a
productivvity. The
technologgies developed and becomee commerciallly available in
i the in the llast ca.20
years, proovided tools to
o achieve thiss evaluation. In
I addition and in the recennt years, a
new tool became availlable, the use of unmanned
d aerial vehicles (UAVs) w
which has
extended to many applications such as agricultural
civilian
a
management,
m
applicatioons, homeland
d security, forrest fire moniitoring, quick
k response surrveillance
for emerggency disasteers et al. Thiss preliminary study attemp
pts to combinne “aerial
sensors” to facilitate deelineation of M
MZ in a recen
ntly established
d olive grove..

2 Materials & Methods
M
The study area is located at the premisees of the Am
merican Farm
m School,
Thessalooniki Greece and
a includes a recently estaablished olivee grove, wheree high and
super-higgh density sy
ystems adapteed for mechaanical harvesting are evaluuated in a
long-term
m assessment. A UAV (Fiigure 1) equip
pped with a caamera with R--G-B-NIR
filters annd a GPS for georeferenccing the pictu
ures, was useed to obtain tthe NDVI
(Normallized Differencce Vegetationn Index) data. In addition a hand
h
help ND
DVI sensor
(Trimblee® GreenSeek
ker) was usedd to measuree NDVI at grround level, tto provide
similar “ground”
“
data for correlatioon with the “aeerial” values.

“
NDVII data.
Fig 1.. The UAV ussed for the stuudy to obtain “aerial”

VI data at “gro
ound” level.
Fig 2.. The hand held sensor use to obtain NDV

Fig. 3. Thhe NDVI rang
ge of the entiree olive grove- data by UAV
V’s camera

Fig. 4. A selected porrtion of NVDII from olive trrees – data by UAV’s camer
era

Fig. 5. The
T NDVI of the
t selected arrea shown in Fig.4
F
in the olive grove, meeasured
using thee ground NDV
VI sensor.

3 Resu
ults & Discussion
The aerial data are sho
own for the enntire olive gro
ove in Fig. 3 and
a for a smal
all selected
section, magnified, in
n Fig. 4. Thee ground meaasured NDVI of the selecteed area is

shown in Fig.5, where two distinct areas are visualized. These two areas appear to be
similar with the more detailed NDVI values obtained from the UAV’s camera.
Further analysis of data will provide more close evaluation of the two MZ’s
established. The results from a general approach used – to facilitate extrapolation for
farmer’s use- to delineate MZ indicated that a combination of aerial and ground data
can be used to provide a “manageable” size MZ. It is important to “think at the
farmer’s level” when designing MZ, especially considering the small size farm area
at which most farmers exercise cultivations and other management practices. This
study presents preliminary data, to evaluate “spatial variability”. More data are in
progress to further validate the “temporal variability” needed, in order to conclude
the delineation of MZs on a time basis. The correlation was good for the olive grove
section- partial data section used only in this report-, while there is no consistent
correlation in the vineyard, due to inadequate database. Note: Data analysis of new
datasets for both crop species, is under evaluation but not presented in this report,
due to time constraints.
The ground data provided also in previous year measurement from the olive grove,
indicated two very distinct areas of NDVI (Gertsis et al. 2013). Candiago et al.
(2015) demonstrated he great potential in terms of speed, cost and reliability, of high
resolution UAV data, combined with additional photogrammetric methods. Bendig et
al. (2014) used UAV for estimating crop biomass, another area of important
application. However, none of these studies had the aerial NDVI to be correlated
with ground NDVI data, to provide a means of comparison. In general, there is a gap
in validation studies for remote and ground data; therefore, more work is required on
this subject, to provide simple and reliable means of delineating MZs at farmer’s
field level with either aerial or ground sensors.

4 Conclusions
The use of UAV’s is currently applied in many areas of interst with a exponential
increase of uses. Particularly the applications in agricultural production and
environmental studies indicates a high prospect of significant contribution; however,
the use of data provided by UAV’s should be coupled and validated in most cases, by
related data taken at ground level (soil-crop) in order to expand and verify the
“extrapolation” to potential beneficial uses. This study is an example of such a
“relational” verification. The study is in progress and more data are collected for
further and more accurate validation data sets.
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